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10 inspiring packed days at the Iyengar Yoga Intensive in Pune, 1300 participants from 
56 countries, 800 prop kits assembled with 3000 blankets, dozens of teachers, 
volunteers, and coordinators. Out of 250 participants from the USA, there was 
representation from California, Seattle, New York, Texas, Michigan, Virginia, and many 
other states. China and Russia were the second largest contingents. I connected with so 
many interesting people from all around the globe- Jordan, Ukraine, Romania, 
Australia, Singapore, Indonesia, South Africa, Taiwan, Japan, Sweden, Norway, South 
America, and all over Europe. My section was filled with 40+ Israelis where Iyengar 
Yoga is quite popular, 20+ Canadians, and fellow Americans. 

So many dedicated followers all over the world, a true yoga movement that has 
sprung up from one man being so passionate about the call to yoga. Overcoming so 
many obstacles with health and poverty to teach yoga when it was not popular or well 
known, B.K.S. Iyengar is a legend and the person single-handedly responsible for 
making yoga popular and having it spread around the globe, inventing the use of props 
so yoga could be accessible for every body type and every medical ailment, and 
developing restorative yoga for deep relaxation. It is our loss to see his great light depart 
from the world with his passing in August 2014 at the age of 95. 

Iyengar Guruji went deep to dissect the subtle actions on each body part for every 
asana. The refinement, intelligence, and precision of his method are breath-taking. It is 
a system of yoga in which teachers are trained methodically with anatomy, making 
adjustments for various medical conditions, and there are no reports of yoga injuries. 
No offence to any other yoga teachers reading this but the depth of knowledge and 
sophistication in this system coming from a true master is incomparable in my 
experience. Iyengar Guruji’s legend continues with his son Prashant and daughter Geeta 
who continue to teach at the Iyengar Institute. To read more about the Iyengar’s please 
visit their website at http://www.bksiyengar.com. For my fellow Clevelanders, the place 
to experience these teachings is with Karen Algire, the best yoga teacher in town who I 
have studied with for many years at www.greentarayoga.com. 

Geetaji’s teachings were full of gems of inspiration and insight. She described how 
the spine and nervous system are awakened in the practice of yoga asanas (physical 
postures) and the purpose of the physical practice is to gain deeper access and 
sensitivity to our bodies. A yoga class is a journey that teaches us commitment to each 
and every action as we move through an intelligent sequencing of poses. Guruji said that 
“habit is a disease” and that our yoga practice should not be a mechanical repetition of 
the previous day’s routine. Every class is started with chanting prayers in Sanskrit 
because it is a time to look inwards; yoga at its heart is a spiritual practice that moves 
beyond the physical and mental plane. 

This 10-day intensive was held in honor of Geetaji’s 70th birthday. The standing 
ovation for Geetaji every time she entered and left the room was moving and it was an 
emotional week hearing about Guruji’s passing, his dedication to yoga, and Geetaji’s 
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stories. We saw a few moving films and slideshows on Guruji, heard from fabulous 
speakers and senior teachers that were part of the Iyengar yoga lineage. Speakers 
included medical doctors and researchers who shared studies about low back pain 
decreasing by 65% over a 3 month period, UCLA’s research on chronic pain for 
pediatrics, altered cerebral blood flow even in beginners, expression of genes changing 
through yoga practice, and so much more. The information was mind-blowing to say the 
least. 

The meticulous organization down to the smallest details was impressive and it was 
obvious that months of planning went into the logistics of making this event a huge 
success. We were transported by 5-6 large buses every morning at 7 am to a large sports 
complex in Pune where the event was held. Every participant had color-coded name 
badges so we knew which of the 10 sections to be seated in. Each day we rotated 
clockwise so we eventually sat in each section of the complex. 4 cameramen captured 
demonstrations on stage while 4 giant screens were displayed for each section so the 
audience did not miss anything. Morning class went from 8:30-1 which included demo’s 
and detailed instructions. Geetaji could speak about an asana for an hour if not more– 
there was that much attention to detail and precision with each pose. Her insights were 
illuminating and I learned so much about my own body’s limitations and breakthroughs 
during every class. After our lunch break we had afternoon lectures from 2:30-4:30 and 
the buses transported us back by 5 pm. Our days were long but filled with so much 
learning it was worth it. I have included some pictures but no photography was 
permitted during the classes. 

One of the most inspiring presentations was hearing from the leaders of the newest 
countries to join the Iyengar community. Their stories of overcoming resistance 
to practice yoga were unbelievably powerful. Yoga was banned in Russia and people 
practiced underground until yoga was not seen as a threat. In Malaysia the 2008 fatwah 
said muslims could not do yoga or they would be imprisoned for 3 years. A former prime 
minister recently lifted that edict. In the Philippines, which is 80% catholic, chanting 
was called an abomination and many people saw yoga as a conflict with their faith. The 
head of that organization shared how a priest asked her during confession: “Does yoga 
bring more love into your heart? If so, that is all that matters.” China now has 10 million 
yoga practitioners but there was a lot of resistance when yoga was first introduced. 
The seeds of yoga have been planted everywhere and there is no doubt now that it is a 
global phenomena. It is amazing to be part of this global yoga family and I eagerly look 
forward to immersing myself in my continued studies at the Iyengar Yoga Institute. 
More insights to come in my next blog posting! 
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